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Background

Azakis and Petri, the two lovable and inseparable aliens who are the
protagonists of this adventure, have returned to planet Earth after one of
their years (3,600 earth years). Their mission? To retrieve a precious cargo,
they had been forced to hastily abandon on their previous visit, due to a
fault in their docking system. This time however, they have found a very
different terrestrial population to the one they left behind. Customs,
traditions, culture, technology, communication systems, weapons.
Everything was very different to what they had seen on their previous visit.

On arrival, they came across a pair of terrestrials: Doctor Elisa Hunter
and Colonel Jack Hudson, who welcomed them enthusiastically and after
countless adventures, helped them bring their delicate mission to an end.

But what the two aliens would have preferred never to have to tell their
new friends was that their own planet, Nibiru, was rapidly approaching and
in just seven earth days would intersect the Earth's orbit. According to their
Elders' calculations, one of its seven satellites would come so close as to
almost touch the planet, causing a series of climate disruptions comparable
to those of its previous passage, which had been summed up in a single
definition: The Great Flood.

 
In the two previous books ("Back to Earth" and "Intersection with

Nibiru"), despite countless difficulties, the protagonists of this adventure
managed to save the Earth from disaster, but now a new adventure awaits
them. Azakis’ and Petri’s return journey home has been sabotaged and an
even more terrifying threat is about to befall the entire solar system.

In the last book we left the occupants of the majestic Theos grappling
with the sudden activation of the spacecraft’s self-destruct sequence and
that is where we will resume the tale of this fantastic new adventure.

 



Theos spacecraft – The evacuation

"Abandon ship" shouted Azakis desperately.
The Captain’s peremptory order spread simultaneously over all the levels

of the Theos. After a brief initial hesitation, the few crew members
automatically followed the evacuation procedure they had simulated so
many times during emergency drills.

"Eighty seconds to self-destruction" announced the warm, calm female
voice of the central system again. 

"Come on Zak" shouted Petri. "We haven’t got much time left, we must
get out of here."

"But can’t we do absolutely anything to interrupt the sequence?" replied
Azakis incredulously.

"Unfortunately, no, old chap. Otherwise, don’t you think I’d already have
done it?"

"But it’s just not possible," said the Captain as his companion in
adventure dragged him along by the arm, in the direction of internal
communication module number three.

"Well actually we could try to manually interrupt the procedure, but it
would take at least thirty minutes and we only have more or less a minute
left."

"Wait, stop!" exclaimed Azakis, yanking himself free from his friend’s
strong grip. "We can’t leave it here to explode. The wave of energy the
explosion generates will reach Earth in just a few minutes and the exposed
face of the planet will be struck by a gigantic shock wave that’ll destroy
everything in its passage."

"I’ve already set up remote control of the Theos from the shuttle. We’ll
move it once we’re on board, as long as you get a move on,” scolded Petri
as he again grabbed his friend’s arm and bodily dragged him in the direction
of the module.

“Sixty seconds to self-destruction.”



"But where do you want to move it to?" Azakis continued, as the internal
communication module door opened on the shuttle’s bridge, on level six.
"A minute won’t be enough to make it reach a sufficient distance to..."

"Will you please just stop babbling on?” Petri interrupted him. "Shut your
mouth and sit down there. I’ll handle this now."

Without further comment, Azakis obeyed the order and sat down in the
grey armchair at the side of the central console. As he had already done
dozens of times before, in equally dangerous situations, he decided to rely
completely on the skill and experience of his companion. While Petri
feverishly fumbled with a series of three-dimensional manoeuvre
holograms, he thought he’d check on the result of the evacuation of the rest
of the crew, simultaneously contacting the individual pilots. In a few
seconds they all confirmed the successful detachment of their shuttles from
the mother spacecraft. They were moving rapidly away. The Captain drew a
big sigh of relief and went back to giving his attention to his friend’s skilful
manoeuvring.

“Thirty seconds to self-destruction.”
"We’re out" shouted Petri. "Now I’ll move the Theos."
"What can I do to help you?"
“Nothing don't worry. You’re in good hands," and he winked at him with

his right eye, as his terrestrial friends had taught him to do. "I’ll position the
ship behind the moon. From there it won’t be able to do any harm."

"Gosh," exclaimed Azakis. "I hadn’t thought of that."
"That’s why I'm here, isn’t it?"
"The wave of the explosion will break on the satellite which will absorb

all its energy. You’re a phenomenon my friend."
"And it certainly won’t do any damage on the moon" continued Petri.

"There’s nothing but rocks and craters there."
“Ten seconds to destruction."
“Almost done....” said Petri faintly.
“Three... Two... One...”
“Done! The Theos is in position."
 
 
Precisely at that instant, on the moon’s hidden face, at the decimal degree

coordinates latitude 24.446471 and longitude 152.171308, in



correspondence to what the terrestrials had called the Komarov crater, there
was a strange telluric movement. A large, deep slit with incredibly perfect
edges opened on the crater’s barren, rough surface, as if a huge invisible
blade had suddenly been stuck into it. Immediately afterwards, a strange
ovoid-shaped object darted out at incredible speed, as if it had been shot
directly from inside the crater and headed into space, with an inclined path
of about thirty degrees with respect to the perpendicular. The object
remained visible for only a few seconds before disappearing forever in a
flash of bluish light.

 
 
On the shuttle, through the elliptical opening giving a view of the

exterior, a blinding flash lit up the black, cold outside space, flooding the
inside of the shuttle with an almost unreal light.

"My friend, what about getting out of here?" suggested Azakis worriedly,
as he watched the wave of energy expand and rapidly approach their
position.

"Follow me," shouted Petri into the communicator, to the pilots of the
other shuttles. Then, without adding anything else, he manoeuvred his
vehicle and quickly moved it to shelter behind the side of the moon that
always faces the Earth. "Hold tight," he added, as he firmly gripped the
armrests of the command seat where he was sitting.

They waited, in absolute silence, as interminable seconds went by, their
gazes fixed on the central display, hoping that the sudden movement of the
Theos had managed to avert a catastrophe on Earth.

"The wave of energy is dispersing in space,” Petri said quietly. He paused
briefly then, and after checking a whole series of incomprehensible
messages that had appeared in the holograms in front of him, he added,
"and the moon absorbed the portion directed towards the planet perfectly."

"Well, I’d say you did a really excellent job there, old chap," commented
Azakis after he had begun to breathe again.

"The only thing that really suffered was the poor moon. It took a proper
beating."

"Think what might have happened if the wave had arrived on Earth."
"It would have burnt up half the planet."



"Are you all okay?" Azakis hastened to ask all the other pilots through
the communicator, who, following Petri’s manoeuvres, had also positioned
their shuttles in the shelter of the satellite. Comforting answers came back
in sequence and, after the last captain had also confirmed that both his crew
and vehicle were in perfect condition, he let himself slump back against the
back of his armchair and let out all the air in his lungs.

"That went well," commented Petri satisfied.
"Yes, but now what do we do? The Theos no longer exists. How are we

going to get back home?”
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